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Abstract— In the dynamic construction industry, traditional
robotic integration has primarily focused on automating specific
tasks, often overlooking the complexity and variability of
human aspects in construction workflows. This paper intro-
duces a human-centered approach with a “work companion
rover” designed to assist construction workers within their
existing practices, aiming to enhance safety and workflow
fluency while respecting construction labor’s skilled nature. We
conduct an in-depth study on deploying a robotic system in
carpentry formwork, showcasing a prototype that emphasizes
mobility, safety, and comfortable worker-robot collaboration
in dynamic environments through a contextual Reinforcement
Learning (RL)-driven modular framework. Our research ad-
vances robotic applications in construction, advocating for
collaborative models where adaptive robots support rather than
replace humans, underscoring the potential for an interactive
and collaborative human-robot workforce.

I. INTRODUCTION

Construction remains the world’s most labor-intensive
industry [1], characterized by its highly manual nature and
bespoke building needs. Despite advancements such as pre-
fabrication [2] and on-site 3D printing [3], the majority of
construction tasks still rely on the heavy labor of skilled
workers, operating in environments that are often complex,
dynamic and cluttered. These workers are not only subjected
to intense physical strains but also required to perform
versatile on-site improvisations. Over the past decades, a
significant body of robotic research [4] has aimed at creating
task-specific systems designed to either entirely or partially
automate work trades in construction, such as floor leveling
[5], spray painting [6], and bricklaying [7]. However, these
robot-centric solutions frequently encounter difficulties in
actual on-site integration. This is largely due to the varied
and flexible nature of construction work, which typically
involves a complex array of diverse tasks. These automated
systems often lack the necessary adaptability to handle
every nuance and provide an in-situ solution comparable to
human workers. As a result, they do not always effectively
translate into practical, real-world applications. Furthermore,
the practicalities of operating, maintaining, and supplying
these systems on an actual construction site, as opposed to
an idealized laboratory environment, remain challenging.

Drawing from the lessons of past endeavors in construction
robotics [8], our research adopts a human-centric approach,
informed by the latest developments in deep reinforcement
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Fig. 1: Site observation captures of the carpentry formwork
activitity and construction site condition

learning (RL) [9]. This approach diverges from the traditional
aim of complete automation of manual construction pro-
cesses. Instead, our study introduces an ecological integration
of mobile robots into existing manual workflows, positioning
them in assistive and supportive roles. By undertaking tasks
that are physically demanding yet seemingly minor, such
robots can emerge as mobile work companions, allowing
human workers to concentrate on the more skilled and
critical aspects of their work. This hybrid, transitive model
of robotically supported work collaboration seeks to ad-
dress enduring construction challenges, including reducing
physical strain, mitigating workplace injuries, and enhancing
workflow fluency.

Based on in-depth observations at an actual construction
site (Fig. 1), we focused on carpentry formwork—a labor-
intensive and prevalent construction activity—as a proto-
typical scenario to explore the envisioned robotic support.
Informed by a qualitative study of the social and material
specifics of this work scenario, we developed a prototype,
termed ”work companion rover”, aimed at providing tangible
support to a duo of carpentry formwork installation work-
ers. This rover’s support functions encompass autonomous
delivery of tools and materials, weight-bearing capabilities,
and companionship during work tasks. Following its de-
velopment, the prototype underwent both qualitative and
quantitative evaluations to assess its support capabilities,
conducted both in lab settings and on an actual construction
site with workers.

This paper’s contributions are threefold: (1) introducing a
human-centered “work companion rover” prototype, specifi-
cally designed to closely support carpentry workers in their
existing, labor-intensive tasks, (2) developing a lightweight,
modular, and expandable framework driven by RL-based
social navigation methods that can foster safe and com-
fortable navigation of mobile robots in real-world construc-
tion environments, broadly construed, and (3) showcasing a
practical and efficient pipeline for contextually aligning and



improving generically pretrained RL models with context-
specific features. At a broader level, we aim to illustrate
through these contributions a feasible, alternative pathway for
integrating autonomous robots into construction and labor-
intensive work. This approach strategically values human
skill and expertise, while concurrently harnessing AI and
robotics to improve work safety and workflow fluency.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS

A. Assistive robots in various domains
In the realm of robotics, decades of research and develop-

ment have been dedicated to assistive robots and human-
robot teaming [10] for various domains. Notable fields
include healthcare [11], [12], public guiding and touring
[13], disaster response and rescue [14], space exploration
[15], etc. In these contexts, such technologies have played a
critical role in enhancing service quality and user experience.
However, their application in labor-intensive work sectors,
particularly in on-site construction, remains relatively sparse.
This oversight is significant given that construction is not
only the largest industry worldwide but also one that is heav-
ily manual, and often operates within physically demanding
and complex indoor environments.

Our recent investigation at an active construction site
revealed significant potential for robotic assistance within
established workflows. Implementing such assistance on
construction sites may reduce manual traversals, diminish
physical fatigue in workers through sensitive support, and
improve site safety by alleviating ongoing concerns about
workplace injuries. To elucidate this viewpoint, we carefully
observed eleven trades on-site during the “rough carpentry
stage”—a construction phase characterized by the comple-
tion of concrete floors and major structural elements, concur-
rent with intensive interior manual tasks and installations. We
focused particularly on carpentry formwork, a labor-intensive
process typically conducted by a two-person team, involving
the manual installation of formwork panels to create ex-
ternal molds for concrete walls. Our observations revealed
that workers, in addition to their primary installation work,
spend considerable effort in transporting tools, materials, and
hardware in small batches to their work zones, either from
a distant central workbench or a previous work area. Within
a single hour, we noted upwards of 20 such traversals. This
frequent activity in the current workflow presents a major yet
overlooked physical burden for workers. It is an opportune
area for the introduction of a ”work companion rover”,
capable of autonomously delivering tools and hardware upon
simple interactions, as well as comfortably accompanying
workers unobtrusively by carrying heavy loads of frequently
used objects nearby.

B. Robot navigation and mobility on construction site
Existing research in the field of robot navigation has

shown considerable progress over the past decades [16].
However, the majority of the research, with a few notable
exceptions, is based on contexts that differ from ours in
terms of robotic functionality and application. For example,

Logistic robots, which are increasingly common in factories
and warehouses, are designed for efficient goal-directed
deliveries in environments that are far more orderly and
organized than the chaotic and confined spaces of indoor
construction sites. A substantial amount of research in social
robot navigation focuses on enabling robots to navigate
among densely populated areas with social compliance [17],
with applications such as robot delivery on urban streets [18]
and university campuses [19]. In the construction domain,
recent advancements in quadruped robots [20] demonstrate
their potential to autonomously inspect, monitor, and doc-
ument site progress, even across multiple floors. However,
these capabilities are not tailored to directly provide human-
centered, integrated support to heavy manual laborers within
their current workflows.

Acknowledging these fundamental differences in context
and functions, we identified two primary challenges specific
to our research. Firstly, the robot must be capable of safely
navigating through physically unstructured and complex con-
struction environments, especially the floor area relevant to
carpentry formwork. Secondly, to effectively provide support
to carpentry workers, the robot should be able to navigate
comfortably and closely around workers, taking into account
their specific work activities and features. Tackling these
challenges demands a nuanced understanding of both the
physical and social aspects of robot navigation within the
unique context of on-site construction work.

C. Reinforcement learning for social robot navigation

Recent advances in social robot navigation [21] have
demonstrated progress in addressing the social aspect of the
aforementioned challenges. Notably, reinforcement learning
is emerging as a promising approach for handling and
adapting to the complexities associated with the dynamic
movements of neighboring agents. Various deep neural net-
work (DNN) based algorithms have been developed to tackle
diverse social dynamics and challenges. For example, initial
studies [22] employed Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
networks to capture latent state encodings of neighboring
agents’ movements. Subsequent research [23] has expanded
this scope to include human-human interactions in addition to
human-robot interactions, thereby enriching the learning pro-
cess. More recent studies [24] have employed decentralized
structural Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) to explicitly
model the spatial and temporal relationships within crowds.
Additionally, some research [25] has concentrated on the
first-person perspective of social robot navigation, notably
benchmarking the impact of this limited viewpoint on navi-
gation performance. Despite these algorithmic advancements,
there remain notable gaps in applying these methods effec-
tively to our specific research context and functionality. Most
notably, this body of algorithmic work typically assumes an
open-space layout, devoid of complex physical obstacles,
and therefore would require significant additional effort in
forming a comprehensive solution. Moreover, these works
are mostly situated in dense crowd-based settings, where
agents are mostly modeled as goal-reaching pedestrians.



The fundamental challenge of our research lies in how
to meaningfully leverage the existing efforts in RL-based
social robot navigation research while contextualizing them
with the intricacies of construction work and site. This
requires not only designing a framework to account for
the complicated site surroundings but also ensuring that the
social dynamics of human-robot interactions remain effective
in more challenging work settings. Importantly, carpentry
workers are not pedestrians and have drastically different ac-
tivity patterns than simple walking. The integration of these
two aspects—navigating a physically complex environment
and contextually adapting to worker-specific interactions and
comforts—will be critical to the success of our research.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

A. Robotic support scenarios and functions

To concretely realize and validate the envisioned robotic
support, we identified three key robot functions within
two primary support scenarios. The first scenario involves
tool/hardware delivery between a distant workbench and
the workers’ current work zone (left in Fig. 2), while the
second scenario encompasses close-distance load-bearing
and accompanying as workers migrate between adjacent
work zones (right in Fig. 2). The three fundamental robot
functions essential to these scenarios are send, summon, and
accompany. The send function allows workers to dispatch the
robot to the central workbench, approximately 20m away, for
tools and materials. The summon function enables workers
to remotely call back the robot after tools and materials have
been loaded. The accompany function aids workers as they
transition to the next work zone by preventing the need for
workers to manually lift and transport tools and materials.
The robot closely accompanies the workers, carrying the
loads in its container for easy access. The robot is expected to
perform these functions with a focus on navigation comfort,
not to cause interruption or obstruction to the workers’
ongoing activities. Moreover, these functions are intended
to be easily operable by workers through simple, intuitive
commands, such as a single key press on a controller.

Fig. 2: The robotic support scenarios and functions

B. MDP formulation

The essence of the above robot scenarios and functions
can be modeled as a 2D navigation task where a robot moves
towards an anticipated goal position while encountering and

interacting with n workers in a cluttered physical layout
L. Following a similar formulation in [23], [24], we model
the worker-robot interaction scenarios as a Markov Decision
Process (MDP) of hS,A,P,R, �,S0i. The observable state
for both worker and robot includes position p = [px, py],
v = [vx, vy], and safety radius r. For the robot, we assume
it is aware of its preferred speed vpref and goal position
pg = [pgx, pgy], and that vt = at. At time t, the joint
state for the robot encompasses both its own full state
sfull
t and the observable states of all neighboring workers
wobs

t , sjoint
t = [sfull

t ,wobs
t ]. The MDP can be solved through

reinforcement learning to maximize the expected return,
Rt = E

⇥
⌃T

k=t�
k�trk

⇤
. Our goal is to optimize this objective

while taking contextual information of cluttered layout L and
workers’ unique activity patterns into consideration.

IV. APPROACHES

In response to the described problem and challenge, our
research at a high level adopts a research-by-prototyping ap-
proach. Drawing insights from site observations and worker
interviews, we developed a middle-sized companion rover
prototype suitable for close-range operation around workers
from a generic UGV base, and used the prototype for
real-world experimentation of the envisioned support. The
prototyping process commenced with the development of a
modular system framework (Fig. 3), designed to be both
flexible and adaptable to the specific challenges of a con-
struction work environment. This framework is built upon
the ROS navigation stack with context-specific customiza-
tion, incrementally integrating modules to address (1) the
complexities of the construction site, (2) the perception of
carpentry workers’ activities, and (3) the contextual adapta-
tion of RL-based social navigation methods. In more detail,
the framework comprises five key modules: (1) hardware
system design, (2) site mapping and robot state estimation,
(3) worker detection and tracking, (4) hierarchical motion
planning, and (5) contextual fine-tuning of RL. Each module
will be detailed below with a focus on addressing context-
and domain-specific challenges.

Fig. 3: The modular framework design

A. Hardware system design
The challenging conditions of a construction site, coupled

with the demands of tool and material carriage, have necessi-
tated critical considerations in the development of our robot’s



hardware (Fig. 4). During the carpentry formwork stage,
the construction floor, while mostly flat, is often cluttered
with dust, puddles, cables, and various low-lying obstacles
such as hand tools and material piles. To navigate fluently
on such rough surfaces, the robot chassis needs to be both
robust and agile. With this preliminary in mind, we evaluated
three different robot bases: a Fetch robot, a custom-built
omnidirectional robot, and a Clearpath Husky robot. Our
trials revealed that the Fetch robot and the omnidirectional
robot, both limited by smaller wheel sizes, faced significant
challenges when maneuvering over cables, potholes, and
coarse sawdust. In contrast, the Clearpath Husky robot,
which was originally designed for rugged outdoor terrains,
emerged as the superior choice for our application. The
Husky robot is equipped with large, thick, and durable
wheels and differential control motors, enhancing its ability
to navigate over uneven surfaces and obstacles. Additionally,
its low center of gravity contributes to stability, which is
critical when bearing and transporting tools and materials.
The inclusion of two T-slot rails on the robot also allows
for the installation of additional structures or equipment,
providing the flexibility of customization needed for our
context.

Fig. 4: Hardware design of the robot

The sensor package atop the robot base is a multi-modal
assembly designed for navigating the geometric complexities
of a construction site and perceiving worker activities. A 3D
LiDAR (Velodyne VLP-16) is positioned on top of the robot
frame for maximal point cloud data collection, coupled with
an Xsens IMU. A 2D LiDAR (RPLiDAR A2), placed at the
robot’s front bottom, compensates for the 3D LiDAR’s blind
zone, ensuring the detection of objects as low as 8cm (e.g.,
hand tools, materials, and large debris) in the robot’s path.
Additionally, two Intel RealSense D435i RGB-D cameras
are installed on the sides for effective worker detection and
tracking.

The robot integrates an onboard computer with an
NVIDIA RTX 3070 Ti GPU for real-time inference of
multiple DNNs. It also features a 35cm x 45cm retractable
container on the deck, sized based on common carpentry
tools and materials, accommodating up to 2-3 bags of metal
hardware and 2-3 types of hand tools like rotary drills, pliers,
and hammers. Additionally, a Bluetooth keypad controller
customized for carpentry workers enables convenient opera-
tion of the robot even with work gloves, enhancing worker-
robot interaction in noisy environments.

B. Mapping and localization on unstructured site
The robot’s effectiveness in supportive navigation is fun-

damentally anchored in quality mapping and robot state
estimation within the geometrically sophisticated construc-
tion work environment. Objects on the site range from very
tall (e.g., ladders, steel columns, frames, material stacks,
boxes) to very low (e.g., hand tools, material piles, waste
clusters, randomly placed extension sockets), and are in-
evitably distributed in an unpredictable manner. This setting
diverges significantly from more structured environments like
warehouses, manufacturing factories, or open public spaces.

Conventional 2D mapping tools, such as gmapping,
are insufficient for capturing the complex topography of a
construction site (Fig. 5), such as height-varying objects
(e.g., open ladders, tool tripods) and randomly extruding
hazards (e.g., horizontally stacked steel beams and pipes).
Meanwhile, 3D voxel-based or point cloud-based represen-
tations are too computationally inefficient for downstream
navigation tasks. To address this, we employ a recent Li-
DAR Odometry and Mapping (LOAM) [26], [27] method
to generate a comprehensive 3D point cloud of the site
by manually navigating the robot around the intended op-
erational area with a joystick for 1-2 loops. The resulting
point cloud is then projected and processed into a 2D grid
map, effectively balancing the accuracy of 3D mapping with
the computational efficiency of 2D methods, crucial for
capturing environmental features in our context.

Fig. 5: Grid map from gmapping (left) and ours (right)

The cluttered and dynamic nature of construction sites
also poses a challenge for the robot’s state estimation, i.e.,
accurately determining its position and velocity with the
processed map. Conventional scan matching methods like
AMCL are prone to errors and drifts due to the non-
stationary nature of construction objects. These objects, such
as material piles, are temporary and change over time. To
overcome this without constant map updates, we integrated
multiple odometry and corrective information sources into
the localization process through an Extended Kalman Filter
(EKF), including IMU data, odometry from LOAM, the
robot’s wheel encoders, and AMCL.

C. Worker detection and tracking
To ensure comfortable navigation around carpentry work-

ers, it is imperative that the robot promptly recognizes and
tracks nearby workers’ movements (i.e., position, velocity,
and radius) against a complex backdrop, especially within
its immediate action space. Drawing insights from [28], we
break down this task through detection and tracking.



Our qualitative physical experiments revealed that detec-
tion methods relying solely on 3D LiDAR data, although
effective in contexts like autonomous driving and crowd
detection, falter in our context. The failure is caused by
the unstructured and unpredictable nature of construction
objects. In many cases, the scan appearance of randomly
stacked materials can mimic that of a person, leading to
a high false positive rate. As an alternative, we found
that vision-based methods offer greater reliability and more
computational efficiency, particularly when a worker’s face
is within the camera’s field of view (FoV). Consequently,
we adopted YOLOv7 [29] for worker detection, and uti-
lized depth information to estimate the workers’ position,
velocity, and radius. To overcome a single RGB-D camera’s
limited FoV, we installed two cameras and amalgamated
their detection results by clustering [30]. Considering that
the robot’s low height can hinder the visibility of a worker’s
face when they are close to the robot, we tilted the RGB-
D cameras upwards by 15 degrees to physically maintain
a better vantage point. As a last step, the raw detection
results were processed with Multi-Object Tracking (MOT)
algorithms [31] to reduce noise and ensure worker tracking
continuity, especially given frequent visual obstructions by
site objects and structures.

D. Hierarchical motion planning
The robot’s motion planning employs a hierarchical ap-

proach, integrating both classical methods and RL-based
techniques for navigation in a cluttered and populated en-
vironment. In the local path planning stage, a lightweight
search-based method, such as the Dynamic Window Ap-
proach (DWA) [32], first serves as a foundational safety
layer, efficiently filtering out actions that exceed the robot’s
dynamic constraints or risk collisions with people or objects
(Eq. 1). Rather than utilizing the efficiency-driven scoring
mechanism typical of these classical methods, a trained RL
value network is exploited. This network, optimized for
social comfort and compliance, is used to sample and select
the most appropriate final action from the refined action
space Af (Eq. 2).

Af = A \Aadmissible \Adynamic (1)

at  argmaxat2Af
R
⇣
sjoint
t ,at

⌘
+ �vpref·�tV joint

t+�t (2)

This hierarchical approach offers two key benefits: gener-
alizability and efficiency. It enables practical comparisons
among different classical and RL methods in real-world
experiments with minimal engineering adjustments. Also,
to ensure seamless integration between the two layers, we
employed measures such as fine-tuning the searching sparsity
of DWA and accelerating the parallel value network inference
for actions.

E. Contextual fine-tuning of generic RL model
Through preliminary on-site observations, we identified

distinct worker behavior attributes compared to those typ-
ically assumed in crowd-based social navigation research.

(1) Worker groups are small (less than 5), operating densely
in compact spaces. (2) Their movements are dictated by
task requirements rather than efficiency, often resulting in
unique patterns. (3) Engrossed in tasks, workers pay minimal
attention to the robot, underscoring the need for enhanced
safety.

Acknowledging these differences, we leveraged existing
RL-based social navigation research as a foundation. After
reviewing and testing various algorithms on the robot, includ-
ing CADRL[33], GA3C-CADRL[22], LSTM-RL[23], SARL
[23], etc, SARL was selected for subsequent contextual
fine-tuning based on preliminary performance. Instead of
starting anew, we adopted an incremental approach for model
improvement and adaptation through curriculum training
(Fig. 6), aiming for continuous real-world testing without
the need to retrain or transfer entirely new models each time.
This strategy focuses on the robot’s performance stability in
Sim2Real, aiming to maintain tested features while address-
ing observed challenges step-by-step.

To simulate the noted unique worker behaviors, we crafted
and adapted context-specific experimental scenarios in the
simulation environment [23] (Fig. 6). Acknowledging the
constraints of ORCA-initialized training [34], we integrated
custom agent behaviors that reflect real-world observations,
such as (1) stop-and-go actions during hardware installation,
(2) pacing in place, (3) close-range back-and-forth move-
ments for tool retrieval, (4) volatile safety radius during
panel lifting, etc. The model, initially pretrained on generic
setups, underwent further alignment within these specialized
scenarios, enhancing its relevance and application to actual
site conditions. Alongside the customized scenarios, our
training curriculum was enriched with factors such as a
limited FoV, increased collision penalties, and increased
random noise, further aligning the model’s training with real-
world complexities and safety considerations.

To mitigate drastic policy shifts and erratic Sim2Real
behavior during curriculum training, we adapted the reward
function rori in [23] by introducing a shift penalization. Ac-
tions {a1, · · · ,am} sampled within the refined action space
Af uses their estimated values as a score for “preferability”.
Using the Plackett-Luce model (Eq. 3), we convert value
rankings into a probabilistic distribution (Eq. 4), estimating
and penalizing policy shifts via KL-divergence to ensure
gradual and stable model adaptation (Eq. 5).

P (ai|V ) =
V (ai)

⌃m
j=1V (aj)

(3)

DKL(⇡oldk⇡new) = ⌃m
i=1Pold(ai) log

✓
Pold(ai)

Pnew(ai)

◆
(4)

r = rori � �DKL (5)

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

To physically examine the robot’s performance in offering
tangible support, we conducted the real-world evaluation
and demonstration of the robot both qualitatively and quan-
titatively (1) on an actual construction site with workers



Fig. 6: Contextual curriculum alignment

and (2) in the lab sandbox. In the on-site demonstration
and evaluation phase, we transported the robot to an active
construction site and tested the robot’s functions through
direct interaction with the workers. In the lab evaluation,
we drew critical insights from the on-site demonstration and
conducted a detailed quantitative analysis regarding several
metrics.

A. On-site demonstration and evaluation

In our on-site demonstration and evaluation, we set up
a 45m x 35m carpentry formwork demonstration area on an
active construction floor (Fig. 7). This setup included a target
formwork wall and several sequential work zones along it.
About 15m from the wall and work zones, we designated a
central workbench storing tools and metal hardware. Three
construction workers participated in the evaluation, perform-
ing typical formwork installation tasks and interacting with
the robot in three scripted scenarios. These scenarios, derived
from our Problem Statement, involved: (1) directing the robot
from the current work zone to the central workbench for
tools/hardware retrieval, (2) remotely summoning the robot
from the workbench to their work zone after loading, and (3)
keeping the robot nearby to assist in transporting tools and
hardware across installation zones. Each scenario was exe-
cuted twice. The research team minimally intervened during
these demonstrations, focusing primarily on documentation
through cameras. The workers operated the robot using the
custom-built keypad controller. Additionally, we introduced
an extra test to challenge the robot’s navigational capabilities
in sparsely mapped and unfamiliar areas.

The robot effectively met its support and companion roles
in the initial three scenarios. Our team qualitatively noted
occasional navigation pauses, particularly when the robot
encountered passageways near its threshold width amidst
construction objects. Regarding social comfort, there were
no significant disruptions observed in the workers’ activities
within the active zones, though we deferred to the workers
for their perspectives on this aspect. The robot typically
adjusted its path, maintaining a distance of one to two steps
from the workers during active navigation. In cases where a
team member deliberately and suddenly obstructed its path,
the robot promptly halted and executed a brief detour. The
robot, however, terminated early in the extra test case due to
a lack of detailed mapping, and an unsuccessfully detected
extruded pipes, converging to a localization error.

Fig. 7: Demo and evaluation on an actual construction site

After the demonstration, we conducted a critical qualita-
tive evaluation through a group interview with the participat-
ing workers. This interview covered three technical aspects
of the robot, each linked to the context-specific challenges
identified earlier.

• Robot navigation safety and comfort: The questions
posed included inquiries about the robot’s navigation
speed, the safety of working around it, and comfort lev-
els, including any obstructions caused by its presence.
Workers provided concise yet affirmative responses,
generally agreeing that it was safe and comfortable to
work alongside the robot. They did not perceive the
robot as abrupt or intimidating and found it a seamless
addition to their workflow.

• Robot hardware design and usability: Questions
here revolved around the robot’s hardware and sys-
tem design, operational ease, and the intuitiveness of
the controller. Workers acknowledged the robot’s user-
friendly interaction design and non-threatening appear-
ance. They particularly appreciated our efforts to cover
sharp edges with bubble foam for safety. However, there
was a desire for enhanced physical capabilities, such as
increased load capacity and the ability to haul carts.

• Overall concept of robotic support in current work-
flow: We inquired about the usefulness of the robot
in carpentry formwork and other potential applications
in construction. Workers validated the robot’s current
utility in reducing on-site travel and suggested its
applicability in tasks like hardware distribution dur-
ing interior decoration phases. They also expressed
interest in future enhancements, such as autonomous
tool/material loading features, suggesting potential for
expanded manipulation functionalities.

These insights not only affirmed our initial proposal but
also opened up intriguing avenues for future research and
development in the realm of supportive and assistive work
companion robots in heavy manual construction work.



B. Quantitative lab evaluation

In our laboratory, we carried out quantitative analyses and
ablation studies to further validate the robot’s support capa-
bilities, particularly assessing the necessity of employing and
finetuning RL in our envisioned support scenario (Fig. 8).
This included a performance comparison between the robot
operating with and without the RL-based social navigation
layer, contrasting the RL-driven hierarchical motion planning
framework with basic efficiency-driven collision avoidance
(Fig. 9).

A sandbox environment was established, maximally mir-
roring the on-site conditions and challenges. Evaluation met-
rics focused on the rate of comfortable encounters and deliv-
ery, defined by criteria such as worker proximity, movement
abruptness, navigation delays, unwanted surprises, and work
obstructions. Additional metrics like collision rate, success
rate, freeze rate, dangerous movement rate, and travel time
were also documented for a holistic performance assessment.

Fig. 8: Lab sandbox environment evaluation

We designed 2 scenarios with 10 distinct test cases each,
reflecting diverse worker activities and robot objectives. Two
team members with context knowledge and safty training
simulated worker behaviors — working beside walls, stand-
ing still, and moving around the site. Each case was executed
6 times, alternating among contextual RL, vanilla RL, and
non-RL runs, in a randomized, blind test setup to reduce
evaluation bias. Robot performance was carefully evaluated
against the defined criteria across the runs. Particularly, the
first scenario assessed the robot’s ability to navigate between
the central workbench and work zones amidst obstacles,
while the second evaluated its capacity to accompany work-
ers in constrained spaces between work zones.

Our empirical findings (Table I) underscore the effective-
ness and necessity of the RL-based social navigation layer
for enhancing the robot’s support capabilities in cluttered,
worker-centric environments. In scenarios not enacting RL,
the comfortable encounter and delivery rates markedly de-
creased by approximately 0.4 and 0.15 respectively, While
RL implementation did not significantly reduce major/minor
collision rates (Table II), it substantially decreased obstruc-
tions to workers, robot freezes and tangentially dangerous

Fig. 9: Trajectory comparison between RL disabled (left) and
enabled (right)

movements, resulting in smoother and more socially aware
and comfortable support around workers, which validated the
initial design intention.

Comf. Delivery Comf. Encounter
DWA 0.82 0.56
DWA+SARL (Vanilla) 0.95 0.87
DWA+SARL (Contextual) 0.97 0.91

TABLE I: Quantitative results in lab evaluation regarding
comfort-related metrics.

Success Collision Freeze Time
DWA 0.83 0.05 0.95 29.40
DWA+SARL (Vanilla) 1.00 0.07 0.23 25.59
DWA+SARL (Contextual) 1.00 0.05 0.10 25.89

TABLE II: Quantitative results in lab evaluation. “Success”:
successful delivery rate. “Collision”: major/minor collision
rate. “Freeze”: robot freeze rate. “Time”: navigation time
(seconds) between two benchmarking work zones

Further analysis reveals that our contextualized RL model,
compared to the vanilla RL model trained only in generic
settings, shows an improvement in the comfortable encounter
rate and a decrease in the robot freeze rate, resulting in
less obstruction or interruption when offering support. This
enhancement is attributed to the additional alignment tailored
to work-specific scenarios and cases, which better equips the
robot to handle unique patterns and attributes in our context.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This study marks a considerate departure from robot-
centric automation in the heavily manual construction set-
ting, introducing a human-centric “work companion rover”



designed to assist existing human effort. Leveraging ad-
vancements in reinforcement learning, the rover is deeply
contextualized in the material and social aspects of an actual
construction work, in the hope of offering tangible and
meaningful help to heavily manual carpentry workers. Our
empirical results underscore the robot’s effectiveness in real-
world scenarios, offering a novel assistive prototype while
highlighting a promising avenue for more diverse future re-
search in similarly labor-intensive work contexts. Besides the
current robotic support function and scenario, the developed
robotic framework is possible to serve as an expandable
navigation base for other supportive scenarios, approaches,
and applications, calling for a future of labor ecologically
combining human skill and expertise with advances in AI
and robotics.
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